TECH IT TO THE MAX
I N G E N U I T Y

A T

Tech it to the max with EXIT Realty’s abundant
technology resources! Our tools will help you get
the job done right, from day one throughout your
career, no matter your level of expertise. Both lowcost and no-cost solutions round out this highpowered technology arsenal, and new features are
continually added to help you stay ahead of the everevolving technology curve. In addition, we know that
technology is only as effective as the person who
uses it. At EXIT Realty, we not only provide you with
the best tools available in the industry, but we also
teach you how to use them.

Y O U R

F I N G E R T I P S

EXITREALTY.COM
EXITRealty.com features a comprehensive and easy-to-use home
search. Leads generated from EXITRealty.com on EXIT listings are
emailed directly to the listing agent. Leads on properties listed by
other companies are emailed to an EXIT brokerage determined by
our detailed algorithm as the best one able to help the customer.
No additional fees are charged by EXIT Realty Corp. International
on any leads generated from EXITRealty.com. Also, all of EXIT’s
technology is accessible on any mobile device.
JOINEXITREALTY.COM
This site has been specifically engineered with a single goal in
mind: to generate quality agent, franchise and region leads to
grow our company. This site is used primarily as a destination
link on our digital ad campaigns. Its sleek and elegantly simple
design is powered by a state-of-the-art engine with tools for
tracking visitor behavior from which we gain insight to more
effectively target our advertising.
MEMO (MANAGING EXIT’S MOMENTUM ONLINE)
MEMO is EXIT Realty’s central database and the secure, online
engine behind our unique business model, The EXIT Formula.
MEMO tracks every EXIT listing and transaction, every closing,
every region, brokerage and agent and every sponsorship
(through retirement and death) across the continent. MEMO feeds
appropriate information to the Resource Center, EXITRealty.com
and select third party sources to ensure data integrity.
EXIT’S RESOURCE CENTER (RC)
Much more than a warehouse of marketing and administrative
resources, the RC is the private member’s area of EXITRealty.
com accessible only by our associates. In the information hub
of EXIT Realty, associates can manage all of EXIT’s technology
resources as well as access fresh content, best practices, an
easily-searchable knowledge base and training resources. In the
RC you can view your own production and the production of the
people you’ve sponsored.
EXIT PROMO SHOP
EXIT Promo Shop provides a huge selection of marketing
pieces to help you find, get and keep clients as well as sponsor
agents. This powerful promotional tool makes it easy to create
customized flyers, brochures, postcards and other marketing
materials demanded by sellers and appreciated by buyers. EXIT
Promo Shop also combines an exceptional contact management
system with top tier online and offline drip marketing campaigns.
EXIT SHOPTOK
At EXIT Realty, we believe it’s important to do what you do best
and delegate the rest. We understand that what you do best is
building your business, not necessarily writing press releases, so
EXIT Realty has picked up the cost and provided EXIT Shoptok.
This online application helps franchisees write their own press
releases or select pre-built templates, update them with brokerage
information and immediately distribute them to the right contact
at their local media outlets.

*WHEN THE BROKERAGE HAS COMPLETED THE
MLS PAPERWORK TO ALLOW US TO PULL IDX DATA

FREE MONTHLY WEBINARS, TECHINARS AND
CONFERENCE CALLS
Free training is provided by way of monthly webinars, techinars
and conference calls hosted by a variety of EXIT’s top-producing
trainers and leaders. These valuable sessions provide best
practices, tips and techniques and recordings are available ondemand in the Media Library section of the Resource Center.
EXPERT MARKETING SUITE™
With EXIT Realty’s Expert Marketing Suite™, you have the
technology you need to maximize your listing’s exposure
and generate and capture leads. Included as a benefit of your
EXIT membership at no additional cost,* this suite includes
a customizable, branded and unbranded virtual tour, a
downloadable flyer, a custom website created exclusively for
every eligible EXIT Realty listing with its own unique web address,
a photo gallery, virtual tour and lead generation technology builtin, and more. EXIT Realty has also provided a marketing video to
show prospective sellers how this technology will position their
home above the competition. Every EXIT associate has access to
our Expert Marketing Suite™ when their brokerage has completed
the MLS paperwork to allow us to import IDX data.
MOBILE BUSINESS CARD™
Get your contact information directly into the palm of a prospect’s
hand by using EXIT’s Mobile Business Card™ technology. Choose
a vanity code which prospects can text to 85377 to receive your
Mobile Business Card™ on their smartphone. The system notifies
you when someone has requested your MBC and delivers their
mobile number right to your phone. Your Mobile Business Card ™
is included as a benefit of your EXIT membership at no additional
cost.
ENHANCED MOBILE BUSINESS CARD™
The Enhanced Mobile Business Card™ allows potential clients to
text-in to your custom vanity code to see ANY listing for sale on
the MLS, regardless of whether the listing is your listing, an EXIT
listing or a listing with another company. When the potential client
texts in and allows use of their location via GPS, the Enhanced
Mobile Business Card™ identifies the listing(s) nearest to them
and upon the clicking of a listing, generates a lead for you, with
that potential client’s phone number and the information on the
property they have viewed. The Enhanced Mobile Business
Card™ is an EXIT ELITE benefit.
EXIT REALTY CONNECT APP
For EXIT Realty Associates, the EXIT App is your business-onthe-go, putting the key components of EXIT’s technology in
the palm of your hand. Get lead notifications and connect with
them instantly through the Quick Leads feature with compelling

touches to help establish a new connection or build on an
existing one. Access the Expert Marketing Suite™, your Mobile
Business Card™, and other key resources. Invite customers,
clients and prospects to download the app to take advantage
of the saved search functionality, keeping your contact
information a tap away. Home buyers and sellers can connect
with their EXIT Realty professional, search for properties, save
their favorites and share them with a friend or family member.
SMART SIGN™ GEOLOCATION LEAD GENERATION
TECHNOLOGY
Imagine a buyer who sees any EXIT lawn sign in North America
texting EXIT to 85377 and instantly receiving property details on
their mobile phone. Imagine technology smart enough to know it’s
your lawn sign and instantly notifying you on your mobile device
that this occurred. Imagine that lead information waiting for you on
the Resource Center. And imagine that this technology is provided
at no cost to you! It’s all possible because every EXIT agent has
access to our geolocation Smart Sign™ technology which is
included in EXIT Realty’s Expert Marketing Suite™ when their
brokerage has completed the MLS paperwork to enable EXIT to
pull IDX data.
PERSONALIZED GEOLOCATION SMART SIGN™
TECHNOLOGY
With personalized geolocation Smart Sign™ technology, you have
the ability to use your custom vanity code on all your For Sale signs
and riders. Potential clients can text in, allow use of their location
via GPS on their mobile phone, and either see the property they
are in front of or a list of nearby listings. When a potential client
texts in to your custom text code, you will receive a lead with their
phone number and the property they have viewed. Personalized
Geolocation Smart Sign™ technology is an EXIT ELITE benefit.
BROKERAGE AND AGENT WEBSITES
Every EXIT Associate and brokerage automatically receives a
beautiful, customizable website included as a benefit of your
EXIT membership at no additional cost. Agent websites feature
your photo, bio and contact information, your listings as featured
properties,* changeable widgets including an Affordability
Calculator, a “Join EXIT” section including a Residuals Calculator
to aid in your sponsoring efforts, the ability to add pages, meta
keywords and description and more.
BLOGGING AND SOCIAL NETWORKING
EXIT Realty’s corporate blog is realestateindustryleaders.com,
our press blog is exitrealtypress.blogspot.com and our health
and wellness blog is focusongoodheath.com. We also enjoy
active and engaged communities on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,
Instagram and YouTube.

Today’s agents and consumers live online. They want what they want when they want it,
delivered in a way that is comfortable, easy and familiar. To that end, at EXIT Realty we
believe that technology should be high tech and high touch. We innovate and build for
the human behind the device, not for the device itself.
www.exitrealty.com/technology
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